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ABSTRACT

DEGENERATING VARIATIONS OF
MIXED HODGE STRUCTURES
MAY 1996
ERIC C. GAZE
B.S., THE COLLEGE OF THE HOLY CROSS
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Aroldo Kaplan
Pure Hodge structures degenerating along a normal-crossings divisor determine
variations of mixed Hodge structures on the latter, whose properties as described
by the Orbit theorems are well known. We are interested in extending these results
to more general variations of mixed Hodge structures.
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION

In this thesis, we study one-parameter families of mixed Hodge structures

(W', F(z)) over the upper half plane, where the weight filtration W' is fixed and
the Hodge filtration has the form:

F(z)

=

ezNF.

Here F is a fixed filtration, N a nilpotent endomorphism, and the objects (W', N, F)
satisfy suitable compatibility conditions.
Motivating this study is the expectation that these families will turn out to
play, for variations of mixed Hodge structures over a punctured disc .6. *, the role
that Schmid's nilpotent orbits play for variations of pure Hodge structures: that of
their principal (singular) part at the puncture. We should say here: for a suitable
class of "good" variations of mixed Hodge structures, since, as is well known, there
is yet no definite agreement as to what such good or admissible variations should
be. In fact, we hope that our point of view will help to clarify this very issue.
On the basis of geometric examples (families of open varieties), Deligne, Steenbrink, Zucker, and others have postulated some necessary conditions for "goodness", like graded polarizability, existence of the relative monodromy weight filtration, etc. (cf. [11]). Another source of examples, more relevant for us, are the
1

variations of mixed Hodge structures over

~*

"'

~*

x {0} induced by variations

of pure structures over ~ * x ~ *. If eN1 , eN2 , are the monodromy transformations
around the punctures, with N 1 , N 2 nilpotent, W(N1 ) is the monodromy weight
filtration of N 1 , and F is the limiting Hodge filtration of the variation of pure
structures at (0, 0), then

is a one-parameter family of mixed Hodge structures. The properties of these
families were the subject of a letter from Cattani and Kaplan to Deligne, where
they pointed out that the results did not depend so much on W' = W(N1 ) being the
monodromy weight filtration of a nilpotent element, but, rather, on the existence of
the monodromy weight filtration of N 2 relative to W'. In the case arising from pure
structures over

~*

x

~ *,

such filtration is given by the monodromy weight filtration

of any element in the positive real cone spanned by N 1 and N 2 . Freeing W' from
the condition of being a W(N1 ), amounted to obtaining similar conclusions for a
class of variations of mixed Hodge structures much larger than those coming from
variations of pure structures.
Deligne's answer to that letter [5] contained, among other things, a precise
codification of the conditions one should impose on the triple (W', N, F) (N = N 2 )
in order to obtain such good behavior. We call here the corresponding triple,
"Deligne systems". The corresponding "nilpotent orbits"
(W', ezNF)

are the natural incarnations of those systems as variations of mixed Hodge structures. Indeed, one would expect that the desired class of good variations of mixed
Hodge structures will turn out to be just deformations of the above orbits, of the

2

form

with¢ holomorphic at s = 0. Although we do not enter into this latter question, the
properties we choose to investigate of our nilpotent orbits are determined by that
expectation. For example, the exact formula we get for the norm of a vector relative
to a "mixed Hodge metric", should later become an estimate for the corresponding
norm in the case of an arbitrary good variation; and so on.
For the most part we content ourselves with orbits arising from Deligne systems

(W', N, F) satisfying an additional condition, namely, that relative to a suitable
grading of W', N acts with weight 2: -2. We describe the possible systems that
can arise in terms of representations of SL(2) x SL(2). Even in general, the orbits
arising from Deligne systems can be considered polarized (not just graded polarized), relative to a polarization form in Grw', yielding a "mixed Hodge" hermitian
metric. We deduce corresponding formulas for this metric along our nilpotent orbits: an explicit one for the subclass satisfying the additional condition above, in
terms of the associated representation of SL(2) x SL(2).
The organization is as follows. Chapter 2 contains the basic definitions and
relevant known results about Hodge structures, Deligne systems, and Kaplan's
mixed Hodge metric. In Chapter 3 we prove a version of Jacobson-Morosov and
apply it to obtain the afore-mentioned SL(2) x SL(2) structure theorem. Finally,
Chapter 4 contains the calculation of the norm.
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CHAPTER

2

PRELIMINARIES

2.1

Hodge Structures

Let Vc be a complex vector space with real structure, VR, and let k be an
integer. A real Hodge structure of weight k is a decomposition:

Vc =

EB

Hp,q,

Hp,q = Hq,p_

p+q=k

Every Hodge structure of weight k is equivalent to a Hodge filtration, F, satisfying:

Vc = FP EB Fq+l,

p + q = k,

via
FP =

EB Hr,s,

Hp,q = FP

n pq_

r?:_p

A mixed Hodge structure consists of two filtrations (W, F), the former increasing
and the latter decreasing, such that:

(i) W is defined over IR,
(ii) F induces a Hodge structure of weight l on Gr f'.

4

A bigrading associated to a mixed Hodge structure, (W, F), is a decomposition

Vc = EB Ip,q such that:

ffi

Wz =

JP,q'

p+q:<:;l

Bigradings of a mixed Hodge structure are equivalent to gradings, Y, (semi-simple
endomorphisms) of W such that Y FP

c FP,

by specifying the

ffi

Ez (Y) =

zth

eigenspace to be:

JP,q.

p+q=l

Notice that for any bigrading of (W, F),

Deligne has defined a bigrading:

which allows the following intrinsic characterization, see [3]:
Theorem 2.1 (Deligne) Given a mixed Hodge structure (W, F), the splitting de-

fined above satisfies
Ip,q -

fq,p

(mod

Ef:)

Ir,s)

r<p,s<q

and it is unique with this property.

A mixed Hodge structure is said to split over JR. if it admits a bigrading such that
JP,q

=

Jq,p,

equivalently a real grading Y of W that preserves F. The above theorem

implies that such a grading, when it exists, must be unique,in fact:

(2.1)
5

A polarization of a Hodge structure of weight k is a non-degenerate, bilinear
form, S, which is symmetric for k even and skew-symmetric fork odd; satisfying
the following Hodge-Riemann bilinear relations:
1. S(HP,q, Hr,s) = 0, unless p = s, q = r,

Associated to any nilpotent endomorphism, N, there exists the unique monodromy weight filtration, W(N), which satisfies:
1. NWz

c

Wz-2

2. Nz induces an isomorphism GrfV

rv

Gr~.

This filtration is increasing and the indices are centered around zero. Given any
nilpotent endomorphism, N, and finite increasing filtration W' preserved by N, the
relative weight filtration W = W(N, W') satisfies:
1. NWz

c Wi-2

2. On the graded pieces of W', Gr[V' = Wt/Wz'_ 1 , W induces the monodromy
weight filtration of Nla Tlw' centered at l. This filtration is unique when it exists.
Finally, (-1, -1) morphisms of (W, F) are elements in g [(VR) mapping JP,q (W, F)
from Thereom 2.1 into

JP- 1,q- 1 .

If (W, F) is a mixed Hodge structure which splits

over JR., andY the associated real grading of (W, F) defined by equation 2.1; then
N being a (-1, -1) morphism implies that N has pure weight -2 with respect to

Y:

[Y,N]

= -2N.

6

2.2

Deligne Systems

Let Vc be a complex vector space with a real form VR. A "Deligne system"
on Vc is a triple:

(W',N,F),
where W' is an increasing filtration defined over JR, F a decreasing filtration, and
N a nilpotent endomorphism defined over JR, such that:

• W = W(N, W'), the relative weight filtration of N with respect toW' exists,
• (W, F) is a mixed Hodge structure split over JR,

• (W, F) induces mixed Hodge structures split over lR in Grw',
• N is (-1, -1) morphism of (W, F).
The fact that (W, F) induces mixed Hodge structures split over lR in GrJV' implies
that the bigrading JP,q, from Theorem 2.1, induces a real bigrading on the graded
pieces via (Ip,q n W{)/(Ip,q n W/_ 1 ). In particular, this means that

W/ = E9(Ip,q n W/);
p,q

and as a consequence that W' is compatible with the real grading Y, associated
with (W, F):
w~

Let

y(k)

EB (W~ n Ea(Y)).

denote Yla rkw' then

Now,

Y grades W =?-

y(k)

grades the filtration induced by Won Grf',

7

=}

Let H =

y(k)

Gr};;' is centered around

kth

eigenspace of y(k).

kl ,therefore GrJ:"' is centered around the zero eigenspace

-

of H. Therefore, {Niarw', y(k) - kl} can be extended to form an s(2 (R.)-triple,
k

i.e. we get a representation of the Lie Algebra s(2 (R.) on GrJ:"'. Recall that a
representation of sb(R.) consists of a triple of endomorphisms {N_, Y, N+}, with
N _, N+ nilpotent and Y semi-simple satisfying:
[Y, N~]

= ±2N~,

[N+, N_]

= Y.

For any grading Y', of W', compatible withY, we can decompose N = EBk;:::o N_k
with respect to ad(Y'). Then as Deligne states, we get a representation of s(2 (R.) on
all of V by {No, Y- Y', Nt}; for this situation Deligne then proved the following
theorem, in [5].
Theorem 2.2 (Deligne) There exists a unique real grading Y' of W', compatible
withY, such that

Proof. The idea is to start with any grading Y' compatible withY, and then
use the fact that the gradings form a principal homogeneous space, see [3], via:

{g
Changing Y'
that N 0

1---t

1---t

E

Gl(V)i[g, Y] = 0, (g -l)Wf c Wf_ 1 }.

gY'g- 1 will change the decomposition of N = ffik;:::o N_k, we claim

gN0 g- 1 • To see this note that:

(g- l)Wf

c WL1

g = 1 + /'-1

=}

8

+ /'-2 + ...

with respect toY', and this means that g- 1 has the same form, g- 1 = 1 + cL 1 + L 2 + ....
Using the fact that gg- 1 = 1 we get

where we have groupings are according to weight with respect to ad(Y'). Therefore

6_1 = -1'-b etc.
Consider:

(1 + 1'-1 + 1'-2 + ... )N(1 + L1 + L2 + ... )
N(1 + L1 + L2 + ... ) + /'-IN(1 + L1 + L2 + ... ) + ...
N+N':... 1.
Where N':_ 1W/ C W/_ 1 , so it contains no zero weight component with respect to
ad(Y'). Therefore N = gNg- 1 -N':_ 1 , and gN0 g- 1 is the only zero weight component
of N with respect to ad(gY' g- 1 ). So, we want to show that
[N- gNog- 1, gNfi g- 1] = 0, or

[g- 1Ng- No,Nfi] = 0.
The proof now proceeds inductively, assume [N-i, Nfi]
g=

0 for i < k, and let

1 + /'-k + /'-k-1 + ....
(1 + Lk + 6-k-1 + ... )(No+ N-1 + ... )(1 + /'-k + /'-k-1 + ... )
(No+ ... + N_k + ... ) + Lk(No + ... )+(No+ ... h-k + .. .
(N-1 + ... + N_k + ... )+[No, /'-k] + N':_k-I·

Thus N_k and [N0 , /'-k] are the only terms of weight -k with respect to the new
grading gY'g- 1

,

and we want

[N-k +[No, 1'-k], Nfi] = 0.
9

To get this we need the following lemma,
Lemma 2.3 Let p: sl2 (IR)-+ End(V) be a representation given by, {Y, N-, N+}.
Then for all v E V, there exists wE V such that v

+ N-w

EkerN+.

The proof of this lemma is a direct consequence of the fact that any representation
of sl2 (IR) gives a decomposition:

Using this lemma in regard to the sl2 -triple {adN0 , ad(Y- Y'), adNft} we obtain
the existence of r-k such that:

[N-k +[No, r-kJ, Nft] = 0.
As for uniqueness, we have the decomposition
End(V) = Im(adNo)

EfJ Ker(adNft).

Therefore there exists a unique element w E Im(adN0 ) s.t. [N_k + w, Nft] = O,and

w = [No, r-k]· If we also have w = [No, r::::_k], then [N0 , r-k - r::::_k] = 0. But,
ad(Y- Y')(r-k- r::::_k) = k(r-k- r::::_k), and you can't be in Ker(adN0 ) and have
positive weight k. Therefore r-k is unique.

QED
Note: N_k has weight k- 2 with respect to ad(Y- Y') and N_k E K er(adNft).
This implies two things:
(2.2)

(adN0 )k-l N_k = 0.
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(2.3)

The construction of this Y' is, as Deligne states, compatible with tensor products
and direct sums. The fact that (W, F) induces mixed Hodge structures split over

JR. on Gr'J:' and Lemma 3.12 in [3]
=}

eiyNF(Gr'J:') is a pure Hodge structure for y > 0,

=}

eiyNo F( Gr]Y') is a pure Hodge structure for y > 0.

Therefore: (W', eiyN F), and (W', eiYNo F) are mixed Hodge structures for y > 0.
Claim: (W', eiyNo F) is split over JR. by Y' from Deligne's 2.2. To show this we need
the following lemma:
Lemma 2.4 Y' preserves F.

EB JP,q

Proof. (W, F) gives us a bigrading V =

which can be constructed by

taking tensor products and direct sums of two simpler cases:

V
Note: JP,q

=

EB

JP,P and V

=

Io,o

EB

Io,o.

Ip,q for both cases.

By proving the result for these cases, and using the compatibility of Y' with tensor
products and direct sums we will obtain the result.
Case (i)

EB

v

JP,P,

EB Ea(Y),

FP

a~2p

[Y, Y']

=

0

=}

Y' Ea(Y)

=}

Y'FP

Case (ii)

11

c Ea(Y),

c FP.

Thus W is the trivial filtration:

o = w,_l c w, = v
N (-1, -1)- morphism=} N = 0.

W

W(N, W')

=} W induces W(N) on

erf:''

centered at k.

N = 0 =} W induces the trivial filtration on GrJ:''

centered at k.
Wtrivial =} W induces 0

c (erf:''),_ 1 c (err'),= err',

which is the trivial filtration centered at c5.
Therefore

W(N, W') =} er~' = 0

W

k

#

6,

which tells us

O=WL 1 cW~=V.
Thus we have

c5I =} Y' preserves F.

Y'

QED
Remark:

[Y', No]

0 =} Y' preserves
=} (W',

Recall, this means that

eiyNo F

eiyNo F)

eiyNo F

is split over IR by Y', for y > 0.

induce pure Hodge structures of appropriate weight

on the graded pieces of W'.
We now make one more assumption about our Deligne systems, namely that
these mixed Hodge structures (W',

eiyNo F)

12

are graded polarized, meaning that

on each graded piece of W', Gr]¥', there exists a polarization a 1 for the Hodge
structures of weight l induced there by

eiyNo F.

Pulling back the a 1's to a single

a

on Vc, via
Grf''

rv

E1(Y'),

the endomorphisms N 0 , Y- Y', Nit are all real, infinitesimal isometries with respect
to a.

2.3

Mixed Hodge Metrics

Here we review the definition and main properties of the "mixed Hodge metric"
introduced by Kaplan in [8]. Let V be a complex vector space with a real structure
VR, W an increasing filtration, and a 1 a non-degenerate bilinear form on Gr]¥ of
parity (-1) 1; with W defined over R Let

M

=

M(W,a)

be the set of filtrations F such that (W, F) is a mixed Hodge structure, gradedpolarized by a. This is a complex manifold, with the group:
G = Gw,u = { g E GL(V)w: Grf' (g) E O(a1, IR) },
acting simply transitively on M. Here we are simply using the fact that on each
graded piece of W, F induces pure Hodge structures of appropriate weight, hence

G consists of elements of the general linear group preserving the fixed filtration W,
and acting as real, infinitesimal isometries on the graded pieces, see [10].
The basic idea in the construction of the metric, is to use the fact that for any
F E MR, i.e. (W, F) splits over IR, there is a unique grading Yp giving us the

13

isomorphism:

This is important because F is graded-polarized by a, which means the Hodge
structures induced on the graded pieces via F define a Weil operator, Cp =

ip-q I

on Ij;;q, which in turn gives us a Hodge metric on Gr[V by:
h1(u, v) = al(Cpu, v).

The isomorphism between the graded piece and the eigenspace of Yp can now be
used to define a metric on V itself, by pulling back h1 to E 1(YF) and declaring
different eigenspaces to be orthogonal:

Where

aYF

represents the sum of the a 1 pulled back to V. By definition, hp is

hermitian-symmetric, and positive-definite, since each h1 is. Recall that this only
will work for FE MR, general F do not have a unique grading associated to them;
in fact there are numerous gradings one can associate to general F, the choice of
such is what Kaplan defines to be a splitting operation:
A map F

1--t

ep from M toG satisfying:

(i) eJMR = 1
(ii)

F := e-p 1 F E MR, Yp

:= Ad(ep)Yp

(iii) g E GR => egF = g · ep · g- 1 ,

gF =

gF.

(iv) ep E exp(A_F 1 '- 1 (g)).
With A_F 1 ·- 1 (g) representing the set of all nilpotent endomorphisms of V which
map the associated bigrading JP,q(W, F), from Deligne's Theorem 2.1, into ffilr,s,

r

~

p - 1, s

~

q - 1. We are guaranteed the existence of one such splitting

by Deligne's Proposition 2.20 in [3]. Given a choice of splitting one can define a

14

"mixed Hodge metric" by the formula

One of Kaplan's key results is that this metric is independent of the splitting chosen,
the proof of which I will include here.
The invariance depends upon the following lemma:

Lemma 2.5 IfF E MR and g E GR, then

hgF = ghp.
Proof. First note that since g preserves the filtration W, we can define an
element of the group G preserving Yp, g0 , such that for v E E 1(YF),

This just means that if we let gv = Vz

+ Wt-b

with Vz E Ez(YF) and Wt-1 E Wt-1,

then g0 v = Vz. Therefore, gv - gov = Wz_ 1 E Wz_ 1 and we can define another
operator using the fact that G acts transitively:

w(gov) := gov

+

Wt-1·

Thus we get g = wg0 , with wE (G_ 1)R and g0 E GYF, and we claim:

(2.4)
Let u E Ez(w · Yp), v E Em(w · Yp). Then

awYF(u, v) = 0 if l

=f: m,

and= a1([u]l, [v]z) if l = m.

Alternatively, w·aYF (u, v) = aYF (w- 1u, w- 1v) = 0 if l

15

=f: m, and= az ([w- 1u]z, [w- 1v]z)

if l

= m.

But [w- 1u]z

=

[u]z, therefore aYYF

= wauoYF = waYF,

proving 2.4.

aYgF(C9Fu, v)

h 9F(u, v)

ag·YF (CgFU, v)
waYF(gCFg- 1u, v)
aYF(w- 1gCFg- 1u, w- 1v)
aYF (goCFg-Iu, w-Iv)
aYF(CFg-Iu, g()Iw-Iv)
-

ayF(CFg-Iu, g-lv)
ghF(u, v).

QED
Theorem 2. 6 The metric defined by:

is independent of the particular choice of splitting e.
Proof. Let ej: M-+ G be two such maps, Fj = (ej)-p 1 F the split mixed Hodge
structure associated to F by them, split by }j. Then

F2 = e2 1e1F1

Y2 = Ad(e2 1 ei)Yi.

Since ei E exp(W_ 1 (g)), so is e2 1 e1. But two gradings of W are conjugate by a
unique element of this group, which must be real if the splittings are. In particular,
e2 1e1 E GR. Now we can use Lemma 2.5:

QED

16

CHAPTER

3

STRUCTURE OF THE CASE N = N 0 + N_ 2

3.1

Generalization of the Jacobson-Morosov Theorem

Let g be a semisimple Lie Algebra over JR, and let N E g be nilpotent, i.e. adN
is nilpotent. According to the Jacobson-Morosov Theorem, every such element can
be embedded in a copy of s(2 (JR) contained in g; in particular there exists a real
semi-simple endomorphism, Y E g, such that (N, Y) can be extended to an sb(JR)triple, (N, Y, N+) within g. It follows from a result of Kostant [9] that if Y is one
such element, then the set of all such elements is:

Y

+ [(Ker(adN)) n (Im(adN))].

We will need the following two Lemmas:

Lemma 3.1 Let NEg be as above, and A E g be semisimple such that

[A,N]

= -2N.

Then there exists Y E g such that (Y, N) may be extended to an s(2 (JR)-triple and

[Y, A]= 0.
Proof. Choose any Y from the Jacobson-Morosov Theorem and decompose
with respect to adA:

Y=l:Ya, N=N-2, N+=l:N:.
17

Claim: Yo is the desired element.
By Kostant [9], it is enough to show

L:Ya

E (Ker adN)

n (Jm adN).

ai'O

We have:

By homogeneity

=>[Yo, N] = -2N and [Ya, N] = 0, Va f. 0,
and therefore,

L:Ya

E Ker(adN).

ai'O

On the other hand,

Therefore

L

Ya

E Im(adN).

ai'O

QED
Lemma 3.2 Let g be a Lie Algebra as above, and let

~

c

g be a compact subal-

gebra. Then the centralizer 3 of~ in g is reductive.
Proof. The proof involves the following standard facts, see Helgason [7].

1. Any maximal compact subalgebra of g is the set of fixed vectors under a Cartan

involution,

e of g; this is an automorphism of g satisfying 8
18

2

= 1.

2. If B is the Killing form of g, the following is a positive definite inner product on
g:

<X, Y >:= -B(X, 8(Y)).
So, let 8 be a Cartan involution of g associated to some maximal compact subalgebra containing ~- Then using the facts that 8 2 = 1 and 8[X, Y] = [8(X), 8(Y)],
it follows that 3 is invariant under 8:
[~, 8(3)] = 8[8(~), 3] = 8[~, 3] = 8(0) = 0.

Let a

c 3 be an ideal, we can decompose 3 =

a EB al. with respect to the inner

product <, >. All we need to show is that al. is an ideal. This amounts to showing:
X, Y E 3, Y

j_

a

=* [X, Y]

j_

a,

which follows from the computation:

<[X, Y], a>

-B([X, Y], 8(a))
B(Y, [X, 8(a)])

B(Y, 8[8(X), a])

- < Y, [8(X), a]> .
Now use 8(X)

E

3, so [8(X), a]

C

a andY

j_

a; therefore

< Y, [8(X), a] >= 0,

and in particular [X, Y] E al..

QED

3.2

.s[z-Representation

Theorem 3.3 Let (W', N, F) be a Deligne system with associated data:

{Y, Y', N = N 0 + N_2},
19

and the split mixed Hodge structures (W', ezNo F), Imz > 0, graded polarized by
a 1• Then there exists a real semisimple endomorphism Y_ 2 such that:

• (Y- 2 , N_ 2 ) may be extended to an .sh(lR)-triple, p_ 2 ,
• P-2 commutes with Po given by (N0 , Y- Y', Nft),

• [Y_ 2 , Y'] = 0,
• Y-2 is compatible with JP,q(W', ezNo F),
• In the presence of a polarization a1 (cf. Section 2.2), p_ 2 takes values in the
corresponding .so (VR).

Proof. We will interpret the given data in terms of representation theory.
Extend p 0 linearly to a representation p of .sh(C) into .s((Vc) or .so(Vc), and let
Z, X+, X_ be the images under p of the elements:

(

~
'/,

-i ) '
0

! ( -i
1

~

) '

'/,

!(i

1. )
1 -'/,

Recall that Y- Y', Nft, N0 are the p0 -images of

Now (W, F) induces mixed Hodge structures which split over lR on Gr W', and ezNo F
is a nilpotent orbit of one variable on each graded piece. Cattani and Kaplan show
in [3] that each such orbit is equivalent to what they define as a polarized mixed
Hodge structure, which allows us to apply Proposition 3.9 from [4] to each graded
piece. This proposition says that the representation p : .sh(C) ---+ g(Gr[V'), for
which p 0 is the real form and

g(Grf") ={X E End(Grf")l a1(Xu, v) + a1(u, Xv) = 0 for all u, v E Grr''},
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is Hodge at F 1

= eiNo F.

This means that pis a morphism of the Hodge structure

of weight zero on sl2 (C) given by

(s12 (rCW 1 '1

= (s12 (rC))',- 1 = rC (

(sb(C))o,o

=

C ( 01

-1)
0

~i

: )

'

and the Hodge structure of weight zero induced by F 1 on g( Gr[V') via
g(Gr[V')a,-a ={X E g(Gr]V')J XHp,q

c

HP+a,p-a}.

Where the Hp,q are the Hodge structures induced by F 1 . These Hp,q's are isomorphic to the bigrading JP,q associated to the mixed Hodge structure (W', F 1 ) split
over lR by Y'. Thus using Gr[V' ""E1(Y') and the fact that p 0 commutes with Y',
being Hodge at F 1 gives us:

Now define the endomorphism T as multiplication by (p- q) on JP,q, and an action
of 80(2) as multiplication by ei(p-q+l)B on JP,q n E 1(Z). The infinitesimal version
of this, taking the derivative with respect to
the Lie algebra so 2 generated by T

+ Z,

e at zero,

in addition to our representation of su2

generated by (Z, X_, X+)· The reason for considering T
with (Z,

x_, X+):

gives a representation of

+Z

is that it commutes

indeed, let vP,q E JP,q, and X+vp,q = vp-l,q+l. Then

and
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imply

so that

The other relationships follow similarly. Commutativity implies these two representations determine a representation of .so 2 x .su2 • The data of a Deligne system is
therefore equivalent to a Y' commuting with a representation of .so 2 x .su2 .
Now consider the centralizer:

Lemma 3.4
N-2 E 3 andY' E J.

Proof. To see this, recall that N has pure weight -2 with respect to Y,
therefore so does N_ 2 , and N_ 2 has pure weight -2 w.r.t. Y' by definition so
N_ 2 commutes withY- Y'. Equation 2.3 tells us that N_ 2 commutes with N 0 ,

therefore N_ 2 commutes with the representation p0 • Thus it also commutes with

(Z, X_, X+)· To show N_ 2 commutes with T, we claim that N_ 2fP,q

c JP-l,q-I,

which will do the trick. This follows from equation 2.1: JP,q = FP n pq n

N is a (-1, -1) morphism of (W, F) implies that N_ 2FP
N -2Fq

c pq-l, and N -2 W~+q c

W~+q- 2

w~+q•

c FP-I, N real gives

by definition. Thus N _2 E 3 and the proof

for Y' is similar.
QED(Lemma 3.4)
If 3 C .so(VR) was semi-simple, we could apply Lemma 3.1 withY' in the role of A

and N _2 in the role of N, and deduce the existence of a desired Y_ 2 • For a reductive
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J, one must argue as follows. Such a Lie algebra can be written as a direct sum of

ideals from Lemma 3.2:
3 = gffia,

with g semisimple and a abelian. Therefore

Write

Y' = A + B

A

E

g, B E a.

Then

Finally, we can apply Lemma 3.1 for A and N_ 2 to get Y_ 2 E g such that:

(Y-2, Y'] = 0,
(Y_ 2 , N_ 2 ) may be extended to an .sh(JR)-triple.
In particular, Y_ 2 commutes with T and (Y- Y', N0 , Nit). Compatibility with the

JP,q's follows from

p-q=r

Thus we have shown that (Y_ 2 , N_ 2 , N~2 ) will be compatible with JP,q(W', eiNo F),
and we get compatibility with (W', ezNo F) by noting:

and N 0 commutes with p_2 .

QED
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CHAPTER

4

NORMS

4.1

Mixed Hodge Metric Along Nilpotent Orbit

Recall from Chapter 1 the special class of variations of mixed Hodge structures
that we are interested in studying,

(W', eiyNF),

y

> 0,

coming from a Deligne system with N = No+ N_ 2 with respect to adY'. We
showed that in this situation (W', eiyNo F) is a mixed Hodge structure, split over lR

byY'.
Lemma 4.1 For the mixed Hodge metric of Section 2.3,

Proof. According to Deligne, there is a splitting map e with the property that,

for a system (W', N, F),
.
_ eiyNe-iyNo
e e•YNp-

(cf. remark B in page 6 of [5]). If N

= N 0 + N_ 2 , since
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[N0 , N_ 2 ] = 0, one has

The mixed Hodge structure split over lR (W', eiyNo F) is the one associated to

(W', eiyNF) via this splitting. Hence the Lemma follows.

QED
Let me emphasize that

hyNo

is simply the Hodge metric on the graded pieces pulled

back via the isomorphism: GrJV' ""E1(Y'), and that E1(Y')
to

hyNo·

Therefore in order to use

hyN

_l

we must know how

Em(Y') with respect

hyNo

measures on the

eigenspaces of Y'.
Lemma 4.2

Proof. Here

II· 11 1

II· IINo,

=

and u E E1(Y)

n El'(Y'), where Y is the unique

grading associated to the split mixed Hodge structure ( W(N, W'), F) from the
Deligne system. We first show:
Lemma 4.3

eiyNo F

=

e-!(Iogy)(Y -Y')eiNo F

Proof. (W, F) is split over lR by Y ::::} Y FP c FP, and we know that Y' FP c FP
by Lemma 2.4. Therefore

e[te. -~2 (!ogy)ad(Y-Y )Ar]
"'oF
1

ad(Y- Y')No = -2No ::::}

QED(Lemma 4.3)
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Recall that for a split mixed Hodge structure, (W, F), we can define a Weil
operator, Cp, on the vector space, which acts simply as multiplication by ip-q on
the subspace Ip,q = Wp+q n FP n Fq. For a real element of the group G, g, we have :

Thus for v E JP,q (W, F) we have:

(iP-q)v
(ip-q)gv.
Therefore, gCpv

= (iP-q)gv = C9 pgv,

which gives the following relationships:

applied to the above Lemma then yields:
et(Iogy)(Y-Y')
e -t(Iogy)(Y-Y')C.
e•Nop
'

Y and Y' both real imply u = u, and recall from Chapter 2 that Y - Y' are infinitesimal isometries of (J'l' =

(J'Y'

IE ,(Y')·
1

Therefore:

(1 + 1/2(1ogy)(Y- Y')
u

+ 1/2[1/2(1ogy)(Y- Y')] 2 + ... )u

+ 1/2(1ogy)(l-l')u + 1/2[1/2(1ogy)(l-l')] 2 u + ...

e~(Iogy)(l-l')u
1-11

Y-2-U.
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Thus equation 4.1 becomes:

Thus 1/uliyNo =

l-l 1

y-2 llull1, as was claimed.
QED(Lemma 4.2)

We can now measure the length of a vector for the case:

Let u E E 1(Y)

n El'(Y'),

and note that this implies N'f1_ 2u E Ez~ 2p(Y)

n Ez'~ 2p(Y').

hyN(u,u)

2

hyN0 (u- iyN~2u- ~ N'!_ 2u

2

+ ... , u- iyN~2u- ~
2

hyN0 (u, u)

+ hyN -iyN~2u, -iyN~2u) + hyNo(- ~
0 (

N'!_ 2u

+ ... )
2

N'!:.. 2u,- ~ N'!:.. 2u)

+ ...

lluii~No + Y 2 IIN~2uii~No + ~Y 4 IIN'!_2uii~No + · · ·
Yz~z'llulli + YZ~Z'+2 IIN~2ulli + ~yl~l'+411N'!:..2ulli + · · ·
Thus we get the formula:

'"'_l_yl~l'+2piiNP
~(p!)2
p~
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~2

ull2

1·

(4.2)

The Case N =No+ N-2

4.2

The following theorem uses the (sb) 2 symmetry of Theorem 3.3, to decompose
the vector space into orthogonal pieces; each such piece lending itself nicely to the
calculation of norms. Let (W', N, F) be a Deligne system with associated data:

{Y, Y', N =No+ N-2},
and with the split mixed Hodge structures (W', ezNo F), for Imz > 0, graded polarized by a 1• Define:
K~ 1, = { v E

E1, (Y') lv has highest weight n and weight m w.r.t. p_ 2 },

)

and
K~,l',l = K~,l'

n E1 (Y),

so that

V =

ffi
'\I}

K~ 'l' = '\J7
ffi K~ )l' ,1·

Then one has:
Theorem 4.4 For the situation described above:

• Let v E

K~ 1, 1
)

)

(m = n- 2k)
n-k

1

"'-IINP
II V 11 2yN -_ ~
(p!)2 -2 (V )ll2y=l . y 2p+l-l' .
In particular as y ---+ oo:

•

hyN

is quasi-isometric to the metric

and such that

gy

agrees with

hyN

gy,

on K~,l',l·
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for which V = Ef7 K~,l',l is orthogonal

Proof. The norm estimate is a direct result of equation (4.2). Recall that an
irreducible piece of an .sh representation has the special form:
v •

En(Y-2)

.J,.
N~2(v)

•

Em(Y-2) (m = n- 2k)

N~ 2 (v)

•

E_n(Y-2)

Where each dot represents a one-dimensional subspace of an eigenspace of the
semi-simple Y_ 2 , with v being a highest weight vector and N~ 2 ( v) being a vector
of weight m = n - 2k and highest weight n.
We digress briefly on the notion of quasi-isometry. Recall: quasi-isometry implies there exists numbers n 1 and n 2 such that for ally:

I • llhy < n1ll • llgy
ll•llgy < n2ll•llhy
Thus, not quasi-isometric is equivalent to the existence of a one-parameter family
of vectors, wy, such that wy has different orders of growth for the two metrics. For
instance, if there is a family wy which grows as ay 3 with respect to hy, and by for

gy; then hy and gy are not quasi-isometric. Note that this is equivalent to saying

I (1/ vfaii3)wy llhy --+ 1, and II (1/ vfaii3)wyii 9 --+ 0.
Y

The two metrics in the Theorem,

hyN and gy, differ by what we call mixed terms. In order to illustrate what we mean
by this and to show how these mixed terms can affect quasi-isometry, consider the
following general example:
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Example:

Consider a three dimensional complex vector space with the following basis:
u• E 1 (Y')

v• N_ 2 (u)• E_ 1 (Y')
Where u E E 1 (Y) and v, N_ 2 (u) E E_ 1 (Y), i.e.

With respect to the ordered bases, {u, N _2 ( u), v}, define the following two metrics:
y2

hy =

y2

9y =

+1

y y

y

1 a

y

a 1

+1

0 0

0

1 0

0

0 1

Then

llu- yvll~

y

1

while

So for the metrics above
Wy =

and llwyii 9Y -+ 1 while

llwyllhy -+ 0.

1

;;:; (u-

y2y

yv),

Therefore, hy and gy are not quasi-isometric.

Note that it was the existence of the mixed term, < u, v >hy, which "killed" the
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contribution ofthe two quadratic terms, !lull~ y and llvll~ y . The mixed Hodge metric,

hyN, for this example would be:
llull~

+ y2 IIN-2(u)ll~

-iyiiN-2(u)ll~

-iy < N_2(u), v >I

iyi1N-2(u) II~

IIN-2(u)ll~

< N_2(u), v >I

iy < v, N_2(u) >I

< v, N_2(u) >I

llvll~

llull~

+ Y 2 IIN-2(u)ll~- 2y2Re < -iN_2(u), v >I +y 2 llvll~

y2ll- iN_2(u)- viii+ llulli
The important thing to note here is that the coefficient for y 2 cannot vanish:

II- iN_2(u)- vii~ >

0.

Finally:

- End of Example. To show quasi-isometry in general, consider

normalized so that llwyllyN ~ 1, where the vi are basis elements compatible with
the decomposition

K~,l',l·

The two metrics, hyN and gy, differ by the existence of

mixed terms:

I need to show that the existence of a mixed term that does not go to zero (after
normalization!), won't cancel out any of the quadratic terms:
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The first thing to note is that:
!IAI(y)viii~N ~ a1 =/= 0
I!A2(y)v21i~N ~ a2 =/= 0

This follows from Cauchy-Schwarz:

This also shows that a mixed term can't have a higher order of growth than either
of the quadratics. The following lemma deals with what can happen when a mixed
term has the same order as the two quadratics.

Proof. Recall

''

Ai (Y)Vi 112yN --

n~i
~

1 IINP
112 A ( )2 2p+s ·
(p!)2
-2Vi 1 i Y Y
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v2•

Et~ (Y')

t:
N'!_ 2 v2• Et~ (Y')

vl•

t:

t:

N'r__ 2v1•

Nq+rv
•
-2 2

= E1~-2q(Y')

(*)

t

0

o
With row (*) being the last level for which mixed terms are non-zero. Therefore:
' ( y ) Vl,A2
' ( y ) V2
< Al

r
"""'

>yN= L...J

p=O

(

·)p

-~ NP-2Vl,
< -,-

p.

(
(

·)q+p

-~ )! Nq+p
-2 V2
q + p.

>1

\ ( y ) A2
, ( y.
)
y q+2p+s Al

The assumption:

=}

2c1 -

(q

+ 2r)

(q + 2r)- 2c2

q+2r
and

q

+r =

c2

QED (Lemma 4.5)
This lemma is important because it tells us that any mixed term not going to
zero, and the two quadratic terms associated to it, have coefficients for their order
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of growth term given as inner products, with respect to the same Hodge metric on
the eigenspace of Y' to which they all belong. Thus we can add these three terms
together to get the norm of a vector, and by definition of norm, this cannot vanish.
The vector

wy

has been normalized so that:

y2ct+s,x 1(y)2---+ 1
Y2c2+s ,x 2(y)2

---1-

1

Therefore

(-~")C2 Nc2v >
I

c2·

-2 2

1

The sum of which gives:

II (-i~ct N':_ivi ± (-it2 N':__22v211i > 0.
c1.

c2.

i.e. the mixed terms can't cancel the quadratics.
In general, the sum of all the terms from

L: II L

llwyllyN that don't go to zero will be:

± (~~t N~2vjlli >
J.

0.

Therefore hyN and gy will be quasi-isometric.

QED

4.3

Examples and Observations Toward the General Case

The results obtained so far are all for the special case, N = N 0 + N _ 2 , and they
rely heavily on the fact of commutativity [N0 , N_ 2 ] = 0. This provides a simple
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splitting when going from the mixed Hodge structure, (W', eiyN F), to the split one,

(W', eiyNo F); giving us the nice formula for Kaplan's metric:

The norm estimates, using that N _2 preserves Es (Y - Y'), depend only the lowest power of N _2 that kills the vector; and this is formulated beautifully using
the representations of sh. The next simplest case, N

=

N0

+ N_k

k =/= 2,

immediately presents problems because of the loss of commutativity, recall that
(adN0 )k-l N_k = 0. The splitting becomes much more complicated as a consequence

of this, although as we observed in Section 4.1, writing

eQ(y)

=

yields

Expand
e-Q(y)

= 1 + q_2(Y)

+ q_3(Y) + · · · ·

Where

q_n(Y) =

L:A!y1•
l

This notation will become more clear in the following example.
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eiyN e-iyNo,

Waterfall Example
Let N = N 0

+ N_ 3 be acting on a four dimensional C-vector space:
uo•

E3(Y')

N-3/
V-I•

~

Eo(Y')

VI•

N-3/
E_3(Y')

wo•
We get:

+ N_3No,

N2

NoN-3

N3

N_3NoN-3,

N4

0.

I- iy(N0 + N_ 3) - y 2/2(NoN-3

+ N_3No) + iy3/6(N-3NoN-3),

(I- iyNo)(I- iyN_3 + y 2 /2 NoN-3- y2 /2 N_3No- iy 3 /3 N_3NoN-3)·
I- iyN_3 + y 2/2 [No, N_3]- iy3/3 N_3NoN-3.
Therefore

We can now give the norm of each of these vectors, noting that the subscript for each
vector gives its eigenspace with respect to Y- Y', recall equation 4.2. It is also
important to remember that

hyNo

is orthogonal with respect to the eigenspaces

of Y', and quasi-isometric to a metric for which the eigenspaces of Y - Y' are
orthogonal.
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lle-Q(y)uii~No

lluo- iyv 1 + y2 /2 v_l- iy 3 /3 woii~No
lluoii~No

+ Y 2 llv1II~No + Y4 /4 llv-1II~No + Y6 /9 llwoii~No

lluollf + Y3 llv1llf + Y3 /4 llv-1llf + Y6 /9 llwollf
llv1 - Y2 /2 Wo II~No
llv1II~No

+ Y4 /4 llwo II~No

Yllv1llf + Y4/4 llwollf
llv-1- iywoii~No
llv-1II~No

+ Y 2 llwoii~No

.!_llv-1llf
+ Y2 llwo IIf
y

- End of waterfall example. The norm of a vector in this example depends on how far "down" it gets mapped,
down in terms of eigenspaces of Y'. This is equivalent to what happens in the N _2
case, the difference is that in the N _2 case there was only one way to drop a level,
via N_ 2 , while now there are several. For example, N.: 3 (u 0 ) = 0, yet N 2 (u 0 )

::/:

0.

The situation becomes even more complicated for completely general N. How far
down a vector gets mapped depends entirely on the q_n, which may seem horribly
messy but actually isn't so bad. Note that in the example above, even though
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is a polynomial with different powers of y; these terms end up both contributing
a y 3 because of the different eigenspaces of Y- Y' that u 0 gets mapped to. This
phenomenon is true in general and will be proved later.

"Calabi-Yau" Example
The following example is motivated by the structure of the Hodge diamond in
a Calabi-Yau threefold, X.

In this case, if Hk denotes the cohomology space

Hk(X, C) we have:
H3,3

H6

•

H5
H2,2

H4
H3

•

H3,o

•

H2,1

H1,2

•

•

Ho,3

•

H1,1

H2

•

HI
Ho,o

Ho

•

The dimensions of the subspaces are as follows: h 3 •3

=

1

'

h 2 •2

=

1 h 3 •0

'

=

= 1' h 1•1 = 1' h 0 •0 = 1. In this example ' N =
'
No+ N_ 2 + N_ 3, but there are no mixed terms, i.e. N_ 2N_ 3 = N_ 3N_2 = 0. Let
1 h2 •1 and h 1 •2 arbitrary h 0 •3

'

u 0 be a basis vector of H 3 •3 , then there are two ways u 0 may get mapped down:

Case (i) N-2

t

This involves only N_ 2 and it is easy to see that u 0 has order of growth given by

y6 , referring back to equation 4.2.
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Ha,a

•

'\i N_a
Case (ii)

H2,t

•

(No

H1,2

•

'\i N_a
Ho,o

•

While the second case is exactly the waterfall example computed above which gives
the order of growth as y 6 • Besides u 0 , the only other interesting piece of this example
occurs in the middle row, H 3 . The first thing to note is that only irreducible strings
of weight one with respect to the horozontal representation p0 , may be mapped
down to H 0 •0 • This is because H 0 •0 is one dimensional, and therefore lies in the
zero eigenspace of Y - Y'; the fact that

gives us the only possibility:

This is also taken care of by the waterfall example. Note that the following is
impossible because it violates [Nt, N_ 3 ] = 0, which follows from the definition of
Deligne's Y', in Theorem 2.2 :
VI•
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va•

4.3.1

Weak Estimate

For the general case N = ""£, N_k, we have the following weak norm estimate.
As before, let:

hyN(u,v)
1 + q_2(Y)

+ q_a(Y) + · · · ,

Lemma 4.6 Af E En_ 2z(ad(Y- Y'))
Proof. Af is a sum of products of l terms of N:
l

N_k 1

• •

·N-k1 , such that Lki = n.
i=l

The fact that N_ki E Eki-2(ad(Y- Y')) implies

N-k 1

• •

·N-k1 E E"'L.!= 1 (ki- 2)(ad(Y- Y'))
EC""£.!=1 ki)-2l (ad(Y - Y'))

En-2z(ad(Y- Y')).

QED
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Now for the norm estimate, let u E Es(Y- Y'):
lluii~N -

lle-Q(y)uii~No

II L

q_n(y)uii~No

n2:0

L II 2:A?(u)y 1 II~No
l
L L 11Ai(u)y 1 II~No
n2:2 l
L L IIA[(u)II~N0 Y 21
n2:2 l
L L IIA?(u)II~Yn-2l+sy2l

(4.3)

n2:2

(4.4)

(4.5)

n2:2 l

L(L IIAi(u)IIDYn+s.
n2:2

(5.1) follows sincell · llyNo is

.l_

l

w.r.t El'(Y').

(5.2) follows since hyNo is quasi-isometric to a metric which is
using Lemma 4.6.
(5.3) follows from Lemma 4.6.
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j_

w.r.t. Es(Y- Y'),
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